2013 arXiv Roadmap
Technical Complete development issues from 2012-09-21 Scientific Advisory Board meeting - The SAB agreed to a number of changes in the way arXiv should send emails to moderators and control user selection of categories. Changes also add the ability for mo

2014 arXiv Roadmap
Technical Items are listed in approximate priority order. Implement secure communication (SSL/https) for all login and account interactions on arXiv - All interactions with the submission, moderation and admin system should be over SSL. The login in parti

2015 arXiv Roadmap
Technical Items are listed in approximate priority order and may be adjusted based on ongoing discussions with the Scientific and Member Advisory Boards. Add automatic hold-on-submit based on flags from classifier - There are some flags from the classifie

2016 arXiv Roadmap
Technical Items are listed in approximate priority order and may be adjusted based on ongoing discussions with the Scientific and Member Advisory Boards. The focus of work in 2016 is improvement of facilities for administrators and moderators in order to

2017 arXiv Roadmap
The arXiv roadmap is a living document and communication tool to accommodate continuous prioritization throughout the year. Items are listed in approximate priority order, subject to change based upon consideration of input from arXiv stakeholders, assess

2018 arXiv Roadmap
The arXiv roadmap is a living document and communication tool to accommodate continuous prioritization throughout the year. Items are listed in approximate priority order, subject to change based upon consideration of input from arXiv stakeholders, assess

2018-08-16 Meeting Summary
Date - 11:00-12:00 ET Attendees Daina Bouquin, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics Mark Doyle, American Physical Society Alberto Accomazzi, Astrophysics Data System Thorsten Schwander, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford University brp5

access distribution service for research articles. The
e-print repository, which moved to th

2019 arXiv Roadmap
The arXiv roadmap is a living document for the arXiv
team to communicate our annual priorities to the
community. Items are listed in approximate priority order,
and are subject to change based upon consideration of
input from the arXiv advisory boards and


considerable risks. Our Scientific and Member Advisory l

arXiv Technical Evaluation Rubric
Part of planning for the next generation technical archite-
technologies that could be adopted or adapted for arXiv
that were developed with similar motivation to what arXiv

arXiv Update - January 2014
After three years of planning, we’ve started implementin
January 2013. We are pleased to report that we current

countries https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/culpublic

arXiv Update - January 2015
arXiv has started 2015 with an important milestone as w
end of December’14 (press release
https://www.library.cornell.edu/about/news/press-release
video https://www.youtube.com/w

arXiv Update - January 2016
arXiv started 2015 with an important milestone as we ad
of December 2014 (press release
https://www.library.cornell.edu/about/news/press-release
video https://www.youtube.com/watc

arXiv Update - January 2017
During 2016, we witnessed another important milestone
https://www.library.cornell.edu/about/news/archive/next-
Since its inception in 1991 with a focus on the high ener

arXiv Update - January 2018
During 2017, we witnessed another important milestone
download
https://www.library.cornell.edu/about/news/archive/arxivc
Since its inception in 1991 with a focus on the high ener

arXiv Update - January 2019
Since its inception in 1991 with a focus on the high ener
significantly expanded both its subject coverage and use
about 1.5 million e-prints in Physics, Mathematics, Com

arXiv Updates
http://arxiv.org/help/support/arxiv_buspla

arXiv User Survey Report
arXiv@25: Key Findings of the User Survey Oya Y. Riege
University Library, June 2016 Acknowledgements: Many
and testing the survey and helped out with the data ana

arXiv-NG Public Repositories
As part of the arXiv-NG project, we’ve committed to doin
possible in public repositories. This reflects not only arX
software and open access in general, but also the desire

arXiv@25 Review Strategy
Last Update: November, 2016 From users’ perspective, i
prominent subject repository system serving the needs c
However, under the hood, the service is facing significan

Browse v0.1
Component Browse Version 0.1 Started Released
Summary Replaces classic /abs and /ct routes with
feature parity Status GitHub Release
https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-browse/releases/tag/0.1
https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-browse/releases/tag/0.1
Miles

Browse v0.2
Component Browse Version 0.2 Started Released
Summary Additional browse routes Status GitHub
### Business and Governance Information

### Next Generation arXiv
We would like to extend an invitation to interested users to join an email list where opportunities to participate in polls and usability testing are announced. We also announce them on the blog [https://blogs.cornell.edu/arxiv/](https://blogs.cornell.edu/arxiv/) and via Twitter [https://twitter.com](https://twitter.com)

### Press Releases, Articles and Presentations
View all articles about arXiv from Cornell Chronicle [https://news.cornell.edu/search?search_api_fulltext=arxiv](https://news.cornell.edu/search?search_api_fulltext=arxiv)

### RECENTLY UPDATED
Road Maps, Planning Documents, Updates and News

### Institutional Usage Statistics

### Member Advisory Board
See Member Advisory Board on arXiv.org [https://arxiv.org/](https://arxiv.org/)

### Member Advisory Board Bylaws
See Member Advisory Board Bylaws on arXiv.org [https://arxiv.org/](https://arxiv.org/)

### Search v0.1
Component Search Version 0.1 Started Released Summr Lucene-backed search interface with a new Flask-based Status Search version 0.1 (Released) Start date: ; release [https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.1](https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.1)

### Search v0.2
Component Search Version 0.2 Started Released Summr and fixes to bugs from release 0.1. Status GitHub Release [https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.2](https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.2) [https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0](https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0)

### Search v0.3
Component Search Version 0.3 Started Released Summr improvements. Status GitHub Release [https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.3](https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.3)
Search v0.4
Component Search Version 0.4 Started Released Summr
reported since the release of search-0.3, and introduces
GitHub Release https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.3 Million

Search v0.5
Component Search Version 0.5 Started Released Summr
by cross-list classification. Status GitHub Release
https://github.com/arXiv/arxiv-search/releases/tag/0.5.1
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Transition FAQ: Move to Cornell Computing and Information
Science
What is arXiv? Started in August 1991 by Paul Ginsparg,
acknowledged as a pioneering digital archive and open
access distribution service for research articles. The

e-print repository has t
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Wiki articles
Articles written for the arXiv public wiki
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